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Intentionally or unconsciously, this argument can often be used by Christians in an 

attempt to justify one’s actions. A young Christian may rationalize under-age drinking, wrongful 

sharing of schoolwork, attending movies, telling dirty jokes, or disobedience to parents. The 

older Christian may justify (a little) excess drinking, coveting material things, watching movies 

or television sitcoms with acting or reading novels while “skimming” the violent or lustful 

scenes. Problem is, A-Little-Isn’t-So-Bad-Thinking is very bad. 

The argument is especially harmful because it may outwardly seem to be a valid 

argument. One may reason “Everybody’s doing it. So, it won’t be bad for me to do that a little 

bit.” This can make “sense” to us when our spiritual senses have become dulled because we have 

not been fighting the good fight against sin as we ought. 

A-Little-Isn’t-So-Bad-Thinking may seem to ring true because the harmful effects of sin 

in one’s life can appear for a short time and then seem to go completely away, or appear later, or 

appear but go un-noticed. But, appearances can be deceiving. How? 

First, the harmful effects of sin may become obvious for a short time and then appear to 

go completely away. But, this is not always the case. For example, a young person watches a 

movie. She is disgusted for giving in to this sin. She may repent, but the bad scenes pop into her 

head for the next couple of days and she works hard to force them out again. A week goes by. 

Finally, by the grace of God, peace. But, the damage has been done. She knows and experiences 

peace with God over the matter, however, the scenes can be recalled years later and vex her soul. 

They have left a scar in the mind. 

Second, the harmful effects of sin may not immediately become obvious to us, but appear 

later. We must remember the biblical truth that we often reap what we sow (Job 4:8). And, just 

as seeds that grow in the earth do not become obvious to the physical eye until they have had 

days to grow, so the seeds of sin we sometimes plant may not appear to our spiritual eyes until 

much later. In the meantime, the “hidden” sins may have festered out of view, growing like a 

weed in the soil. For example, a young person goes out to drink “a little” too much with some 

friends one night. No damage done—all in fun. Yet, the lust to commit the same sin has been 

aroused in his sinful flesh. He finds it more and more difficult to say “No” to committing the 

same sin with peers again. And, the desire grows until he succumbs to his sinful flesh once again. 

Maybe he says one more time and that’s it! But, he does it again and again. He realizes at last 

that he has become a slave to that sin and how living without repentance after the first 

transgression led him deeper into sin and further away from God. 

Finally, sins can be present with us but go completely unnoticed. This may be the greatest 

danger of all. David prayed “Cleanse thou me from secret faults” (Ps. 19:12), making known to 

us that we hide sins from ourselves. Jeremiah confirmed this when he said that “The heart is 

deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?” (Jer. 17:9). We can’t even 

know our own hearts well enough to see some of the sins hidden within the deep recesses of 

them. Our prayers ought to often include what David’s did. Then we will see our sins, repent, 

turn away from them, and more and more enjoy close communion with God. 

The root problem with A-Little-Isn’t-So-Bad-Thinking is that it is directed toward self 

rather than toward God. Its standard is based on what others are doing rather than the Law of 

God. Its focus is “God wouldn’t mind if I just…” rather than humbly asking the question “Would 
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doing this offend my heavenly Father?” And, as we have seen in the examples above, the 

consequences of sin are often greater than supposed. 

There is a way to escape being corrupted by A-Little-Isn’t-So-Bad-Thinking: rely on the 

great and precious promises of God. II Peter 1:4 states: “Whereby are given unto us exceeding 

great and precious promises: that by these ye might be partakers of the divine nature, having 

escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust.” God can and will guide us through the 

many temptations in life by His great and precious promises. His divine power has made us one 

in Christ that we might live godly before Him. Godly living in His grace allows us to escape the 

corruption and lust of the world. 
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